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Herregård Terrassebeis is a water-thinned oil stain intended for outdoor use on terraces and garden 
furniture made of impregnated wood. It contains pigments that protect the wood against sunlight 
degradation and a film preservative against black fungus. Herregård Terrassebeis penetrates well and 
protects against cracking of the substrate. 
 

 

Physical data 
 

Type: Water-based wood protection based on alkyd  
Color: C and oxide yellow base, to be tinted to desired colour 
Specific gravity (kg/l): Ca 1,02 
VOC: EU limit value for the product (cat. A/e): 130 g/l (2010).  

The product contains <5 g/l VOC 
 

 

Recommendation for use 
 

Application methods: Pad, brush and roll. Not to be sprayed.  
Thinner/ cleaning agent: Water, wash with water mixed with soap. 
Recommended spreading rate: Planed wood approx. 6-10 m²/liter 
Drying times (23 °C, 50% R.H.): Drying time deviates at changes in temperature, air humidity, 

wind, absorption and film thickness. 
Avoid painting if high risk of rain or dew formation within the 
drying interval.  

Dust dry: 2 hours 
When to use: 12 hours 

Minimum application temp. C: + 10°C. Temperature in air and substrate must be above + 10°C. 
 

 

Preparations new wood 
The substrate must be clean and dry. New, impregnated wood must dry before treatment; it can take 
anything from a few weeks to 1-2 months. Rinse and brush off any impregnation residues. Wash the 
terrace with Gjøco Terrasserens Gel. Follow the instructions for use on the packaging. Allow to dry 
well before further treatment. The terrace should be treated as soon as possible after it is clean and 
dry, to prevent the surface from wearing out as a result of exposure to the weather. 
 

Preparations old and treated wood 
Wash the terrace with Gjøco Terrasserens Gel. Repeat the treatment for very dirty surfaces and to 
remove all previous treatment. Follow the instructions for use on the packaging. Allow to dry well 
before further treatment. Previous treatment that cannot be removed by using Terrasserens is sanded 
away. Grey, weather-worn surfaces must be wire-brushed or sanded down to fresh wood before 
further treatment. Loose wood fibers and gray wood can prevent penetration and cause flaking. 
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How to apply 
The stain is applied with a pad, roller or brush. Apply the stain to the entire length of the table and 
treat 1-2 tables in the same time. Strongly absorbent substrates can need two coats. The terrace stain 
must penetrate the wood without forming a film. Excess stain is wiped off. Film formation can lead to 
flaking. 
The stain will draw differently in the wood around twigs and softer parts of the wood, which can result 
in different play of colours. Treatment of knots, and hard and dense types of wood such as larch, can 
result in reduced durability due to lack of penetration into the wood. 
 
Avoid application in strong sunlight, damp weather and at low temperatures. Check that no rain has 
been reported in the first 24 hours after application. Low temperature and high humidity significantly 
extend the drying time. Pay particular attention in spring and autumn with low night temperatures. 
Have a tarp ready in case of rain. 
 

Colors 
The terrace stain is transparent, and the color will therefore vary in relation to the substrate. 
Remember that the color becomes stronger and darker the more layers are applied. Feel free to try a 
coat to check that the color is as desired. It is not recommended to use the stain without the addition 
of pitch color/pigment. Use of the same batch number on the same coat and the same surface, to 
avoid shade differences in the colour. The range where the color is mixed in on different mixing 
machines and/or at different times can produce shade differences. Be aware of this if you need to buy 
more stain for the same project afterwards. 

 

 
Storage 
Seal the lid tightly when storing paint to prevent spillage and drying. 
The stain must be transported and stored upright and frost free. 

 

 
Waste disposal 
Liquid stain must not be emptied into drain or in nature, but delivered to an approved local 

environmental protection station for hazardous waste. 
 

 
 
 

 

 
Additional information 
Different batch numbers must be mixed prior to use to avoid gloss and color differences. Always use 
the same batchnumber on the same surface and the same layer. The color of Herregård Terrassebeis 
Vanntynnet changes during drying. It is more milky white in the pan, but becomes clear when dried. 
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Any oil floating up should be stirred in well before use. Must not be used on timber that has been 
exposed to frost.  
Packaging sizes: 2.7 and 9 liters. 
 
 

 

Safety data 
A Material Safety Data Sheet for the product has been issued. Read the information on the packaging. 
 

 

 

 
The information in this data is based on laboratory testing and practical experience. However, as the product is often used 
under conditions beyond our control, we cannot guarantee anything but the quality of the product itself. The products will be 
delivered with reference to our GENERAL CONDITIONS FOR SALE, DELIVERING AND SERVICE, if not other written 
appointments. We reserve the right to change the given data without notice. This data replaces previous editions and will be 
cancelled automatically 5 years after the publication date. 
                                                                                                                                                                    Edited by Gjøco AS       

 


